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EUROPE’S LEADING ANALYSTS ON THE TOPICS OF INFORMATION SECURITY IN THE ERA OF DIGITAL

TRANSFORMATION

KUPPINGERCOLE, founded in 2004, is an international and independent analyst organization headquartered in Europe.

The company specializes in offering neutral advice, expertise, thought leadership and practical relevance in

Information Security, Identity and Access Management (IAM), Governance (IAG), Risk Management and Compliance

(GRC) as well as all areas concerning Digital Transformation.

KUPPINGERCOLE supports companies, corporate users, integrators and software manufacturers in meeting both

tactical and strategic challenges. Maintaining a balance between immediate implementation and long-term viability is

at the heart of KuppingerCole’s philosophy.

ABOUT KUPPINGERCOLE ANALYSTS AG
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Delivering focused content and services on Identity & Access, Cybersecurity, and Artificial Intelligence

KuppingerCole Services

Executive Views Analyst
Briefings

Advisory Projects eLearning

Leadership 
Compasses Webinars Conferences Meetups

Identity & Access

Cybersecurity

Artificial Intelligence
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KC Research Formats

LEADERSHIP COMPASS

Overview on a tech market segment identifying the leaders therein, 

aiming at helping IT professions to take informed decisions. 

EXECUTIVE VIEW

Condensed 4-5 pager about a specific product or service, described 

concisely and focusing on its strengths and challenges. The KC 

EXECUTIVE VIEW is the most condensed expert reference.

ADVISORY NOTE

Topic, vendor or product/service focused research documents giving 

deployment and operational recommendations. Advisory Notes help IT 

professionals solving specific challenges. 

LEADERSHIP BRIEF

2-pagers covering business challenges giving advise on how to address 

them, with clear focus on the key issues so that decision makers can 

draw the right conclusions just in time. 
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More information at www.kuppingercole.com

Meet KC thought leaders and interact with your peers in Europe and the U.S.

Upcoming KuppingerCole Events 2019

http://www.kuppingercole.com/
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DIGITAL 
TRANSFORMATION

Digital transformation means that all business data will be in electronic form, accessible 

from anywhere; customers will expect to perform any transaction on-line, as will business 

partners, suppliers, and employees; enterprises will re-engineer their business processes 

leveraging digital capabilities—or see it done by a competitor or start-up.

ID INFRA DEBT WHAT‘S NEEDED IID TRANSFORMS WHAT TO DO NOW 
DIGITAL 

TRANSFORMATION
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ID INFRA DEBT WHAT‘S NEEDED IID TRANSFORMS WHAT TO DO NOW 
DIGITAL 

TRANSFORMATION

Many elements that work together . . .

TECHNOLOGY TRENDS ENABLING DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION

TRENDS CONTEXT

Ubiquitous high-speed Internet Everything and everyone is “local”, even your customers. Physical distance is practically irrelevant to anything that can be 

bought, sold, delivered or used electronically. With transportation costs removed, digital goods have a cost advantage 

over physical goods. 

Big Data Everything stored or moving electronically can be monitored and captured for analysis and for modeling. . 

Smartphones With vast computing and communications ability in hand, the convenience of always-connected mobility is compelling. 

Powerful algorithms including ML/AI Leveraging Big Data and optimized hardware, AI provides a bonanza of business-relevant insight, consumer 

customization, and real-time decision-making and control.  

Commercial Cloud services The economics and timeline for deploying new capabilities are revolutionized by pay-by-the-drink IT infrastructure and 

multi-tenant SaaS offerings.

New development methods and tools: Agile, 
CI/CD, Microservices/Serverless, containers

It’s all about time-to-market and weekly application enhancements. 

Continued advances in storage and compute 
hardware

Faster and cheaper, even as Moore’s Law passes the baton to new chip architectures. And quantum is on the horizon.  
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ID INFRA DEBT WHAT‘S NEEDED IID TRANSFORMS WHAT TO DO NOW 
DIGITAL 

TRANSFORMATION

RUSH TO THE CLOUD

Public Cloud providers have dramatically reduced the investment, time and financial risk of deploying new  

applications. Business units have jumped in to deliver—often without help or approval from HQ IT.  

LEVERAGE CUSTOMER DATA

Business units and Marketing are both eager to exploit the flood of customer/consumer data to provide 

engaging customer experience and refine marketing communications. 

ACQUIRE, DIVEST, MERGE, PARTNER, RE-ORGANIZE, OUTSOURCE

The pressure to align and then re-align the best resources to go after new market opportunities is fierce.

FULL SPEED AHEAD! WHAT COULD POSSIBLY GO WRONG??

Business managers recognize the urgent competitive need for speed and innovation  

Result: The Bar Has Been Raised 
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IDENTITY 
INFRASTRUCTURE 

DEBT

One area of infrastructure debt in many businesses is in integrated management of the company’s 

collection of identity information. Missing or weak capability for enterprise-wide control, 

coordination and exploitation of identity information affects the performance of every other 

digital asset since every system uses identity information for access control.

ID INFRA DEBT WHAT‘S NEEDED IID TRANSFORMS WHAT TO DO NOW 
DIGITAL 

TRANSFORMATION
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ID INFRA DEBT WHAT‘S NEEDED IID TRANSFORMS WHAT TO DO NOW 
DIGITAL 

TRANSFORMATION

Infrastructure is boring but deferred investment is risky. . 
.

IDENTITY INFRASTRUCTURE DEBT

The Black Swan risk
Un-accounted-for risk may be completely invisible until it 
causes a disaster. A particular black swan is unpredictable, 
but that one will appear at some point is inevitable . . .

The Boiled Frog risk
Growing costs for maintaining unscalable IAM constructs: 
death by groups proliferation. Longer timelines and higher 
maintenance costs for deployment of new applications. 
There may be no “trigger” that creates a call to action.

Blind spots
Even within the IAM infrastructure, modernizing the data 
store component to meet today’s challenges has been 
largely neglected, seen as functionally “mature.” 
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ID INFRA DEBT WHAT‘S NEEDED IID TRANSFORMS WHAT TO DO NOW 
DIGITAL 

TRANSFORMATION

PRIVACY RISK EXPLODES
The EU’s General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) went into force in April 2018. The California Consumer 
Privacy Act (CCPA) will go into effect January 2020s. Meanwhile, headline identity data breaches like the 
recent Capital One incident among many others have focused public consciousness and intense political 
scrutiny on how consumers’ personal information is collected, protected and used.   

GDPR and CCPA PENALTIES ARE A POTENTIAL GAME-CHANGER
For affected companies, maximum fines under GDPR are up to 4% of global sales; for CCPA, fines could 
amount to multiple billions of dollars, plus criminal penalties. Not all companies are affected and actual 
enforcement is untested, but these rules apply to brick-and-mortar companies as well—anyone who collects 
customer data. And other countries and more US States have similar laws or regulations in the works.

FINES FOR PRIVACY VIOLATIONS ARE UP BY OEDERS OF MAGNITUDE 
in July, the UK’s GDPR authority proposed fines of $230 million against British Airways and $123 million 
against Marriott Hotels International. Also in July, the US FTC said Equifax has agreed to pay at least $575 
million for a 2017 breach that exposed credit-related data of 147 million Americans. 

COMPANIES ARE ACCOUNTABLE FOR THEIR HANDLING OF ALL PERSONAL DATA
100% of identity data of employees or consumers is included, and identity integration is an essential 
capability for compliant management of the company’s other (non-identity-related) personal information 
holdings. The business case for identity integration just got a lot stronger.  

“You never want a serious crisis to go to waste.” ― Rahm Emanuel
What just Happened?!?
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WHAT’S NEEDED FOR 
IDENTITY INTEGRATION

An integrated identity capability is in many ways like a line-of-business data warehouse, but with 

specialized features to support continuous bi-directional updates from distributed sources, and its function 

as an access-control resource. The scope of data in the identity database is straightforward: it includes all 

the information held for the purpose of managing access to any information or service in the enterprise.

ID INFRA DEBT WHAT‘S NEEDED IID TRANSFORMS WHAT TO DO NOW 
DIGITAL 

TRANSFORMATION
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ID INFRA DEBT WHAT‘S NEEDED IID TRANSFORMS WHAT TO DO NOW 
DIGITAL 

TRANSFORMATION

Top Level Systems Design Considerations 

IDENTITY INTEGRATION: STRATEGIC IMPERATIVES

COMPREHENSIVE CENTRAL VISIBILITY AND POLICY CONTROL
.Central visibility and consistent IAM policies enable agile execution of enterprise-wide initiatives like 
mergers or transition to hybrid operations. They enhance consistency of brand and customer experience, 
and support “zero-trust” cyber-security strategies. But now, the sky-rocketing risks of non-compliance with 
privacy (and other) regulations make enterprise-wide identity data integration mandatory.      

✓

DISTRIBUTED OPERATIONS
A physically centralized identity data store (e.g., an enterprise LDAP directory) is impractical for multiple 
reasons. Almost all day-to-day user account management takes place at the business unit level or below 
since the decisions that cause account updates are made locally. Replacing those directories and IDPs would 
be a massive undertaking. Giving hundreds of local account managers privileged access to a central LDAP 
directory would create a huge security risk. And then there are the applications that maintain user 
information internally . . .   

✓

In short:  an integrated identity capability should be logically centralized and physically distributed 
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ID INFRA DEBT WHAT‘S NEEDED IID TRANSFORMS WHAT TO DO NOW 
DIGITAL 

TRANSFORMATION

Top-level functions needed to meet strategic constraints
IDENTITY INTEGRATION: FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS

Identity 
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ID INFRA DEBT WHAT‘S NEEDED IID TRANSFORMS WHAT TO DO NOW 
DIGITAL 

TRANSFORMATION

Sub-functions needed to meet strategic constraints

IDENTITY INTEGRATION: FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS

Data 
Modeling

Component 
Integration

1. Person data model.—The ability to extract schemas from a variety of identity-data sources 
and integrate them into a standard enterprise user profile.

2. Flexible schema.—The agile enterprise will need to add new attributes to the standard user 
profile (e.g., “IsCAResident”, to implement compliance with the CCPA.) The integrated 
identity database must support schema modification as a routine event.

3. Identity resolution/matching.—Identity resolution—establishing one account per user--is 
the foundation for integrated identity. Requirements include testing of alternative identity-
matching strategies, and support for identifying “orphan” or rogue accounts as well as 
inconsistent attribute values for the same user. 

1. Connectors.—Most large enterprises today maintain a multi-component IAM infrastructure 
with multiple directories and non-IAM data sources delivering identity data to an even 
longer list of business applications. Reducing the number of pairwise connections between 
sources and applications is a key part of identity integration, so a large library of out-of-the-
box connectors plus efficient tool for building customized connectors are needed.

2. Integration with incumbent IAM-related components.—If a “best-of-breed” product is 
considered as the way to integrated identity, the ease and depth of integration it offers with 
other vendors’ IAM components and with non-IAM products like SIEM is critical. Support for 
industry standards and tooling for developing interfaces to other vendors’ APIs should be 
considered. 

3.
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ID INFRA DEBT WHAT‘S NEEDED IID TRANSFORMS WHAT TO DO NOW 
DIGITAL 

TRANSFORMATION

More sub-functions needed to meet strategic constraints

IDENTITY INTEGRATION: FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS

Synchronization

Database 
Performance

1. Synchronization.—Enables the logically-centralized/physically-distributed requirement of 
identity integration by keeping distributed directories and IdPs current and consistent with 
each other. Synchronization detects and propagates changes that originate in any 
authoritative attribute source. For efficiency, scheduled updates and event-driven updates 
triggered when an attribute value is changed should be supported.

2. Configurable attribute transformation.—Attributes from different data sources may be 
conceptually the same, but differ in name, format, allowed values, data type, etc. Likewise, 
attributes to consuming applications may have to conform to a specific format. Options 
should include the ability to create new attributes with values based on a computation using   
common functions from a library or custom-coded ones.

1. Scalability.—Big Data has arrived! Adding customer accounts increases the total to be 
managed by orders of magnitude. Attributes maintained per account has grown, and the 
frequency of updates to identity data is up for several reasons. Many enterprises will have to 
deal with millions of identity accounts, some with tens or even hundreds of millions.

2. Response time.—Though the (logically) integrated identity database depends on data from 
distributed (physical) sources, it must maintain “instant” response to requests for identity 
data, even while processing a high volume of scheduled or event-driven update 
transactions. 

3. High availability, resilience.—Business stops if the IAM infrastructure fails. The integrated 
identity database and supporting synch functions itself should be deployable in high-
availability configurations. 
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INTEGRATED 
IDENTITY 

TRANSFORMS

Once an integrated identity capability is in place that is consistent and current across the 

enterprise, it can be leveraged to address a wide range of challenges and opportunities.

ID INFRA DEBT WHAT‘S NEEDED IID TRANSFORMS WHAT TO DO NOW 
DIGITAL 

TRANSFORMATION
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Leveraging Integrated Identity
BUSINESS IMPACT OPPORTUNITIES

Deploy apps faster

Speed deployment of new applications by 

delivering  user data from multiple sources 

via a single connection. .

Comprehensive data for analytics 
and compliance monitoring

Query the  comprehensive logical identity 
data store for analytics and compliance 

reporting.. 

ABAC

New attributes can be added as needed to 

support fine-grained attribute-based access 

control.

Fix Groups bloat

Cut cost, delay and errors of manual 

maintenance of out-of-control access 

groups by transforming them into attribute-

based dynamic groups.. 
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ID INFRA DEBT WHAT‘S NEEDED IID TRANSFORMS WHAT TO DO NOW 
DIGITAL 

TRANSFORMATION
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ID INFRA DEBT WHAT‘S NEEDED IID TRANSFORMS WHAT TO DO NOW 
DIGITAL 

TRANSFORMATION

Leveraging Integrated Identity

SCENARIO: CORPORATE ACQUISITION

1. Promises are made (for big savings, soon)
1. 45-60% of the expected benefits from M&As are directly dependent on IT integration.
2. But, factors relating to IT integration have been cited as the third most important reason for merger failures
3. An opportunity to excel! 

2. Challenges
1. provisioning changes have to wait for multiple business decisions, but are then expected promptly 
2. And sometimes the decisions change:  premium on agility in IAM configuration modifications

3. With Integrated Identity the benefits flow from what doesn’t have to be done

1. Massive new account creation for many applications and IDPs in both companies
2. Existing account-maintenance activities continue without disruption

1. they will simply be synched to the logical Integrated Identity database 
3. No need to create pair-wise connections between all identity data sources and consuming apps
4. No need to establish new trusts among multiple AD Domains and Forests in the two companies

1. (Provided the Identity Integration product can extract AD schemas)
5. Simplified deduplication/reconciliation of identities (if needed)
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ID INFRA DEBT WHAT‘S NEEDED IID TRANSFORMS WHAT TO DO NOW 
DIGITAL 

TRANSFORMATION

Benefits Summary

SCENARIO: CORPORATE ACQUISITION

REDUCED TIME AND COST
Significantly reduced time and skilled-labor costs to make highest-priority changes to access 
privileges

LESS DISRUPTION
Less disruption to ongoing business operations as a result of merger transition activity. 

LOWER NEW-SYSTEM COST

Decreased development costs and lower support costs for maintaining the new environment.

IMPROVED COMPLIANCE
Improved compliance with internal policies and external regulations governing identity data, 
thanks to availability of a single access point for governance oversight and audit of all IAM systems

TIMING FLEXIBILITY
Added flexibility for timing of projects to generate additional efficiencies by decommissioning 
IAM systems and applications made redundant by the merger
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ID INFRA DEBT WHAT‘S NEEDED IID TRANSFORMS WHAT TO DO NOW 
DIGITAL 

TRANSFORMATION

Leveraging Integrated Identity—Keeping in front of the rush to the Cloud

SCENARIO: MOVING TO HYBRID OPERATIONS

1. Every enterprise is somewhere on a journey to the Cloud—or increasingly, the Clouds
1. Established businesses can’t walk away from on-prem IT systems so hybrid operations are a fact of life.

2. Deploying new systems in the Cloud is relatively fast and easy--maybe too easy. Challenges: 
1. sustainment cost, 
2. business strategy coordination
3. consistent application of security and compliance policies

3. As IAM landscape continues to get more complex–
1. enterprises may be in danger of finding they have “one of each” somewhere
2. also may be creating invisible collections of employee or customer identity data

4. Integrated identity may be a win/win: help aggressive business units, address corporate concerns
1. The integrated data source can simplify adding and maintaining access-control for new apps or Cloud IPDs
2. Meanwhile, HQ get visibility and the means to assure enterprise-wide coordination and reg compliance 
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ID INFRA DEBT WHAT‘S NEEDED IID TRANSFORMS WHAT TO DO NOW 
DIGITAL 

TRANSFORMATION

Leveraging Integrated Identity—What about Active Directory??

SCENARIO: MOVING TO HYBRID OPERATIONS

1. Active Directory: most sizeable corporations have developed a substantial installed base of AD
1. AD is fine for work groups, but poorly suited as an enterprise integrated identity data resource

1. complex, expensive and time-consuming consolidation of untrusted forests
2. Inflexible schema

2. MS recommends Azure and Office 365 as Cloud-native solutions
1. But for customers with extensive legacy AD, moving to Azure is not easy
2. Forest consolidation, deduplication and schema changes are obstacles

3. Functions of an integrated identity capability can provide a solution
1. Schema extraction, identity resolution and flexible schema to bring AD data into the logical 

enterprise database
2. Updates synched between AD, Azure and other attribute stores and IdP
3. AD continues as authenticator for employee network and AD-compatible app access
4. Provides flexibility to complete move from legacy AD as those assets turn over
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WHAT TO DO NOW

Enterprises must respond to what is now a clear requirement of both the public and regulators: 

that enterprise management is accountable for how identity data is handled everywhere in the 

organization. Businesses should make a virtue of this necessity by implementing integrated 

identity in a way that supports business agility as well as compliance.

ID INFRA DEBT WHAT‘S NEEDED IID TRANSFORMS WHAT TO DO NOW
DIGITAL 

TRANSFORMATION
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Does your company need identity integration?

WHAT TO DO NOW

ID INFRA DEBT WHAT‘S NEEDED IID TRANSFORMS WHAT TO DO NOW
DIGITAL 

TRANSFORMATION

1. Find out from HQ compliance the corporation’s exposure to personal information compliance liability
• Are remediation efforts under way? Can integrated ID contribute?
• Suggest joint effort to inventory all corporate holdings of personal information, including all identity data stores

2. Assess major initiatives that would benefit from identity integration:
• Planned M&A or major re-org? Deploying CIAM? Transition from legacy AD?

3. Assess agility of current IAM infrastructure—
• Are there well-known cost, responsiveness, or other pain points

4. What IAM infrastructure replacements are planned/budgeted?

5. Consider third-party expertise to support planning and implementing an identity integration initiative. 
Few enterprises have the combined knowledge needed of—
• Capabilities of IAM products on the market
• Fast-moving regulatory frameworks and 
• Best-practices for developing privacy data compliance technology, policy and process.
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Extract value from an integrated identity initiative

WHAT TO DO NOW

ID INFRA DEBT WHAT‘S NEEDED IID TRANSFORMS WHAT TO DO NOW
DIGITAL 

TRANSFORMATION

1. Implementation doesn’t have to be a “big bang” project–
• look for easy, early “wins” from partial implementations that relieve pain points

2. The digital enterprise is data-centric: look for ways to use integrated identity as a 
“data configuration control” tool 

3. Partner with your “zero trust” initiative: access control is an important layer in your 
cyber-defense in depth

4. Look for attributes in your identity data stores that aren’t used for access control
• Get rid of them! Personal information with no business use is a potential liability!

5. When (not if) your company gets very interested in locating personal-information 
collections, show how the integrated identity facility can be used to track them down
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The World of Access is Expanding

Identity is the New Perimeter 

Driver 1: Federation

Driver 2: Hosting and syncing 
identity to the cloud



The Challenges of a Fragmented and Distributed Identity System



The emergence of the cloud: The new landscape is full of opportunity 

but will compound the challenges



A new Identity platform for Access Management for the cloud is 

required

• Two Drivers:

1. Access (IdP, Federation, WAM)

2. Provisioning and syncing to the 

cloud

Federated Identity Layer?

1. Access: proprietary 
(SiteMinder)  or standards-
based (Federation)

AD LDAP

Database
Active

Directory

LDAP

Directory



Federated Identity Layer?

AD LDAP

Database
Active

Directory

LDAP

Directory

A new Identity platform for Access Management for the cloud is 

required

• Two Drivers:

1. Access (IdP, Federation, WAM)

2. Provisioning and syncing to the 

cloud

2. Provisioning and syncing



Challenges of a Scattered Identity Infrastructure

.

• Each application manages its own user list and attributes, and is accessed 

using different protocols.



The identity integration challenges seen in the “Real World”–

No unicity of identity across all data sources



RadiantOne Delivers Identity as a Foundational Security Service

– Authentication:

• Integrate and federate your identity sources into a common hub

• Broker authentication for your portal, federations, and applications

– RadiantOne goes further…

• Authorization: Deliver attributes and rich profiles for smarter security 

policies

• Migration and Consolidation: Modernize your aging directory 

infrastructure



FID based on virtualization: Local systems publishing to a logically 

centralized directory (Manage globally, act locally)

• Acting as an abstraction layer between applications and the underlying identity silos, 

virtualization isolates applications from the complexity of back-ends.



Identity and Context Virtualization Process



Building a Global Virtual Identifier and Global Virtual Registry



Extending identity with attributes and context



c=us
o=airius

ou=sales ou=temps ou=partners

cn=aaron cn=julie ou=external

cn=joe cn=larry

Run Time View (in FID)

o=FID

cn=aaron cn=julie cn=joe cn=larry

c=us
o=airius

ou=sales ou=temps ou=partners

cn=aaron cn=julie ou=external

cn=joe cn=larry

Run Time View (in FID)Model View

Container level based 
on CountryCode

Container level based 
on PostalCode

Content level based 
on inetOrgPerson objectclass

o=FID

ou=USA ou=UK

cn=larry

ou=CM293

cn=joe

ou=98958

cn=aaron

ou=94954

cn=julie

Change the Hierarchy Flatten an Existing Hierarchy

Flexible Namespace: Restructuring Domains/Forests

Active DirectoryActive Directory



Flexible Namespace: Example of Domain/Forest Consolidation

c=us

o=airius

ou=people ou=groups

cn=aaron cn=HRcn=laura

Active Directory 1

Run Time View (in FID)

dc=com

dc=global

ou=Forest 2ou=Forest1

dc=com

dc=airius

dc=partners

cn=joe

Active Directory 2

cn=Sales

cn=users

cn=aaron cn=laura

dc=com

dc=airius

dc=partners

cn=joe

Proxy for a subset of the entire tree Proxy for the entire tree

Consolidating domains 

under a common root.

Applications



Flexible Namespace: Merging Domains/Forests

c=us

o=airius

ou=people ou=groups

cn=aaron cn=HRcn=laura

Active Directory A

Run Time View (in FID)

dc=com

dc=airius

dc=partners

cn=joe

Active Directory B

cn=Sales

dc=com

dc=airius

dc=partners

Merge Identities into an existing Domain Proxy entire Domain Tree

Merging identities into 

common containers 

(assimilation)
Applications

cn=aaron cn=laura cn=joe



Extending the schema-- Extended Join

sAMAccountName=jsmith
sn=Smith
givenName=John
title=operations manager
lastlogin = 021109
passwordexp = 032809
support_level = silver

sAMAccountName=jsmith
sn=Smith
givenName=John
title=operations manager

RadiantOne FID joins all attributes and

presents a single entry

Extended Attributes

These extended attributes can be stored in any source: 

“local” VDS (HDAP) or some other backend

Active Directory

HDAP



Leveraging AD Investments



Creating different views for different requirements



The Lookup Slow Down:

Finding the User is Where the Most Time is Spent



The Challenge of Extending an Existing User Profile:

Delivering Distributed Attributes by Joining

Growing Pains: Heterogeneity 
Hinders the Required Growth
Delivering and securing new applications to the 
portal compounds the requirement for 
integration. The amount of custom code rises 
quickly, along with costs and time to 
deployment and maintenance, slowing key 
business initiatives.“Entitlement 

Attributes”
for Original 
Application

Original
Identity

Store

Join happens through brittle one-off 
integration, but costs are hidden in 
the initial global deployment.

Initial Deployment

Policy Server

• WAM without Radiant in an environment with multiple heterogeneous sources 

of identity and attributes

Additional
Identity
Store

Application
1

Application
2

Application
3

Hardcoded 
Join?

Hardcoded 
Join?

Join
? Additional

Identity
Store

Additional
Identity
Store

Additional
Identity
Store

Additional
Identity
Store

Additional
Identity
Store



The Solution: RadiantOne Joins Attributes to Deliver a Complete 

Global Profile for WAM solutions

• WAM with Radiant in an environment with multiple heterogeneous sources of identity 

and attributes

Identity
Store

Identity Integration Through 
Virtualization

LDAP 
Re-Mapping

Identity

Application
1

Application
2

Application
3

Additional
Identity
Store

Additional
Identity
Store

Additional
Identity
Store

Additional
Identity
Store

Additional
Identity
Store

Additional
Identity
Store

Access Protocol,
Translation, Join,
Indexation

Title

Group

Location

RadiantOne presents a 
complete and accurate list 
of identities, credentials 
& attributes—without 
custom coding inside of 
the WAM product



cn = Laura Callahan

department=3242

mail=laura@rli.com

title=Sales Manager 

jpegphoto=<binary>

l=Novato

uid=lcallahan

FirstName = Laura 

LastName = Callahan 

ID = 328

Email=LauraC@gmail.com

DeptNum=3242

BuildingCode=A1343

MgmtGroup=35

Sun Directory SQL Server 

FName = Laura

LName = Callahan 

ID = 328

Title=Sales Manager

ClearanceLevel=1

EMPNO=45

Oracle

cn = Laura Callahan

mail=laura@rli.com

ClearanceLevel=1

DeptNum=3242

BuildingCode=A1343
Client App BClient App A

uid = lcallahan

mail=laura@rli.com

EMPNO=45

MgmtGroup=35

title=Sales Manager

After linking/correlating identities, a global profile can be defined. 

Many “profile views” can be created to cater to the needs of each application. 



Provisioning to the Cloud

One “Hub”* For Legacy and Cloud Apps, SaaS and Cloud Directories



RadiantOne Federated Identity Service: 

A system made of two parts

• RadiantOne Federated Identity and Directory Service is made of two 

main parts:

– An integration layer based on virtualization for:

• Identity aggregation and correlation

• Mapping and translation logic

• Advanced distributed join

• Group rationalization

• Modeling application-specific virtual views

– A storage layer (HDAP)

• Based on big data technologies

• Used as persistent cache

• Fully LDAP v3 compatible with a modern architecture

Integration 

Layer

HDAP

Storage



RadiantOne Complete Solution: Service Components

• Federation Layer
• SAML, WS*, OpenID Connect, Oauth

• Identity Virtualization and Integration Layer
• Access via LDAP, SCIM, SPML, SQL, REST, 

SOAP
• Connect to LDAP, SQL, Web 

Services, APIs, SPML, SCIM, Legacy
• Consumer specific views

• Simple Correlation 
and Disambiguation

• Identity Hub and Synchronization Layer
• Identity Hub based on RDBMS
• Sophisticated Correlation and Disambiguation
• Synchronization across legacy and cloud systems



Summary

• Federation doesn’t solve complex identity integration challenges

– There is a lot of focus on federating user access, but you also need to federate your identities!

• Consolidation-minded organizations need a better way to securely streamline authentication and access to key 

enterprise applications across every user population— and realize faster business value out of new acquisitions.

• At the level of identity management, this means providing the right degree of integration to support SSO and secured 

access to the shared applications portfolio that will support the newly merged entity. 

• Save time by simplifying the management of users and groups

– Adding new user populations quickly w/o requiring changes to many applications.

– Move to data-driven groups and reduce static group management.

• Address custom data requirements

– Customizations/computations can be done at the RadiantOne layer, not at each application, letting them focus on the services they 

provide.

– Each application can have their own “virtual view” (specific mappings, computations, attributes).

• Re-use the Federated Identity Service layer for other initiatives:

– Other applications (e.g. Cisco Unified Communications Manager, Qumu, SiteMinder, Salesforce, SharePoint…etc.)


